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Abstract
An analytic solution to the heavy ion transport equation in terms of
Green's function is used to generate a highly efficient computer code for
space applications. The efficiency of the computer code is accomplished by
a nonperturbative technique extending Green's function over the solution
domain. The computer code can also be applied to accelerator boundary
conditions to allow code validation in laboratory experiments.
Introduction
From the inception of the Langley Research Center heavy ion shielding program (refs. 1-3), a
close relationship has existed between code development and laboratory experiment (ref. 3). Indeed,
the current goal is to provide computationally efficient high charge and energy (HZE) ion transport
codes that can be validated with laboratory integral experiments and subsequently applied to space
engineering design. In practice, two streams of code development (laboratory codes and engineering
design codes) have prevailed because of the strong energy dependence of necessary atomic/molecular
cross sections and the near singular nature of the boundary conditions of the laboratory beam
(refs. 4 6).
The energy dependence of atomic/molecular cross sections is adequately dealt with by using the
methods of Wilson and Lamkin (ref. 7) to develop efficient numerical procedures for space radiation
(refs. 6 and 8-10). Although these codes can conceivably be applied to laboratory validation, methods
to control truncation and discretization errors bear little resemblance to the space radiation codes
that need validating. Thus, a radical reorientation is required to achieve the validation goals of
the current LaRC heavy ion shielding program, and such an approach is presented in this paper by
extending the work of Wilson and Badavi (ref. 11). This approach consists of a nonperturbative
technique that allows highly accurate analytic solution over the solution domain of any practical
problem. The following section presents a brief discussion of the fundamental transport equations
and their formal solution.
Transport Theory
The transport equations are derived on the basis of conservation principles. Consider a region of
space filled with matter described by appropriate atomic and nuclear cross sections. Sketch A shows
a small portion of the region enclosed by a sphere of radius 6. The number of particles of type j
leaving a surface element 62 df_ is given as Cj(x + 5f_, f_, E)62 d_t where Cj(x, Ft, E) is the particle
flux density, x is a vector to the center of the sphere, Ft is normal to the surface element, and E is
the particle energy. The projection of the surface element through the sphere center to the opposite
side of the sphere defines a cylinder through which pass a number of particles of type j given as
Cj(x- 5_-_, _'_, E)52 d_. This number would equal the number of particles leaving the opposite face
if the cylinder defined by the projection were a vacuum. The two numbers of particles in fact differ
by the gains and the losses created by atomic and nuclear collisions as follows:
Cj (x + 6Ft, n, E)62 d_t = Cj (x - 5f_, f_, E)52 d_
+ 52 df_ /; 6 dt / Ck(x+ dl2' dE'
- 52 df_/5__ dl aj (E) Cj (x + If_, Ft, E) (1)
XSketch A
where aj(E) and ajk(f_, FY, E,E I) are the media macroscopic cross sections. The cross section
ajk(Ft, _P, E, E I) represents all those processes by which type k particles moving in direction gt I
with energy E r produce a type j particle in direction Ft with energy E. Note, several reactions can
accomplish this rcsult, however, the appropriate cross sections of equation (1) are the inclusive ones.
The second term on the right side of equation (1) is the source of secondary particles integrated over
the total volume 26(52 dFt), and the third term is the loss through nuclear reaction integrated over
the same vohune. We expand the terms of each side as a Taylor series and retain terms to order 53
explicitly as
F da [¢j(x, n, E) + m •VCj(x, n, E)] = _2 dR [,j(,,, a, e) - eft. VCj(,,, n, E)
+_Z f _j_(a,n,,s, E,)_(x,a',_,)en' es'
k
- 25_j(E) 4b(x, a, E)] + 0(,54) (2)
This equation can then be divided by the cylindrical volume 26(62 dFt) and written as
a. v_j(x,a, z): Ef _(a, al,E,E')_(x,a', E')da'_'
• - _(s) ¢_(×,n, E) + O(_) (3)
for which the last term 0(6) approaches zero in the limit as 6 _ 0. Equation (3) is recognized
as a time-independent form of the Boltzmann equation for a tenuous gas. Atomic collisions (i.e.,
collisions with atomic electrons) preserve the identity of the particle, and two terms on the right side
of equation (3) contribute to the gains and losses. The differential cross sections have the following
approximate form for atomic processes:
o.at f _3k_o_,W,E,E') = _ at r . ft'ajn(E ) 5(gt - 1) 5jk 5(E + en - E 1)
Tt,
(4)
where tile superscript at represents atomic, n labels the electronic excitation levels, and en represents
tile corresponding excitation energies, which are small (1-100 eV in most cases) compared with the
particleenergyE. The atomic terms can then be written as
fa}a_(_t, _t', E, E') Ok(x,a', E') d_' dE' - ay(E) ¢j(x, gt, E)
k
= E atCrjn(E -{- £n) Cj(x, ['t, E -}-£n) - (Ty(E) (_j (x, __, E)
n
at
_(E) ¢_(x,a,E)+_ _ b-_
n n
0
= o--_ Sj(E) Cj(,., _, E) (5)
because the stopping power is
and the total atomic cross section is
st(E) : _ a'_(E)_. (6)
7/
_y(E): E oi
_]_(E)
n
(7)
Equations (5) to (7) allow us to rewrite equation (3) in the usual continuous slowing down
approximation as
[ 0 ] /_t.V--_Sj(E)+aj(E) Cj(x, i2, E) = _-_ajk(i2, a',E,E')¢k(x,a',E')d_t'dE' (8)
k
where the cross sections of equation (8) now contain only the nuclear contributions. For convenience,
we can rewrite this equation as the following matrix equation:
Be = P_ (9)
where B is a diagonal differential matrix operator consisting of the drift term, energy loss term,
and collisional loss term on the left side of equation (8); ¢ is a vector of the particle fields with the
heaviest particles in the lowest entries; and P is the collisional source matrix that is assumed to be
an upper triangular integral operator.
Equation (9) may be rewritten as
¢ = 4)o + B-1P4_ (10)
where ¢o is the solution of the homogeneous equation and is equal to the incoming flux at the
boundary. A propagation matrix Green's function Go, which is the inverse of the multivariate
integrating factor (ref. 3) for the right side of equation (9), is defined as follows:
d2 = GoCB + B-1P_b (11)
where CB is the boundary condition and
BGo = 0 (12)
The Neumann series solution of equation (11) can then be written as
¢=GoCB+B 1p Go _bB+B-1PB-1P GoCB+... (13)
3
TheseriesconvergesafterN terms where N is the rank of the space because B -1P Go is a contraction
mapping operator which is upper triangular (ref. 2). The complete Green's function is defined as
¢ = G¢. (14)
and is given by the series
G = Go + B-1P Go + B-1P B-1P Go + ... (15)
and satisfies
G = Go +B-1PG (16)
where B-1P is factored from all but the first term on the right side of equation (15). Clearly, G
satisfies the same operation equation as _b in equation (9). Thus,
BG = PC (17)
where (I is a matrix operator that reduces to the identity at all points on the boundary. In component
form, equation (17) is written as follows:
Ill. V__ _0 _j(E) + aj] Gjrn(E, Eo, fl, x) = _k f ajk(E, Et, fl, fll) Gkm(EI, Eo, flr, x) dfll dE r
(18)
where Sj (E) is the change in E per unit distance, and E now denotes the energy per nucleon. An
arbitrary solution to tile Boltzmann equation within a closed convex region can be written as
_j(E, fl, x) = __,/Gjm(E,E',fl - flt,x - r) × ym(E',a',r) da' dE' dr
m
(19)
where fm(E _, fl p, r) is the incident flux at the boundary (ref. 12). Because the transport problem is
formulated in terms of a single Green's function algorithm, the validation of the Green's function in
the laboratory meets our objective of having a space-validated code (refs. 13 and 14).
The first step is to develop an equivalent Green's function algorithm in one dimension that
matches our current capability in space radiation shielding (refs. 6 and 15). The algorithm is based
on the closed-form solution to the following one-dimensional equation for a monoenergetic beam at
the boundary:
O-x OE k
(20)
The possibility of validation for 2°Ne beams of this algorithm (with multiple scattering corrections)
has already shown promise (refs. 5 and 16), but improvements in the nuclear data base are required
to achieve agreement. If we restrict our considerations to multiple charged ions, then the right side
of equation (20) can be further reduced to
0 0 Sj(E) + aj] Gjm(E, Eo, x) = _ ajk Gkm(E, Eo, x)
Ox OE k
for which we now consider the solution.
(21)
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Approximate Green's Function
We now derive an approximate Green's function from equation (21), which can be simplified by
transforming the energy into the residual range as
fo E dE_rj = _j(E') (22)
and defining new field variables as
Cj(x, Tj) = Sj(E) Cj(x, E)
6jm(x,Tj,_') = _j(E) CSm(x,E, E')
so that equation (21) becomes
(0 o )0_s + _s _sm(x,rs, r') = _k "j'k_k _km(x,rj,/)
is the range scaling parameter, vj = Z_./Aj.where vj
function is
r'..)@re(O, rj, = 5jm 5(rj - rim)
and the full solution for an arbitrary boundary condition is
(23)
(24)
(25)
The boundary condition for the Green's
(26)
j_0 CX_
= fm(rm) d/
_j(x, rj) E _jm(X'rj 'rIm) '
m
The solution to equation (25) can be written as a perturbation series as
_jm(X'rj 'rlm) = E .,(i), r
i
_3!O)(x rim) g(J) _jm 5(x + rj rim)
m', , rj, ----
_j_(x, rj,r_m ) _ us ajm g(j,m)
z(-m - _s)
where
and
,<usuj (rj + x) <_rm _ -- rj + x
V m 12 m
where _Jl)m(x, rj,rlm) is zero unless
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
The second-order term is
and is nonzero for
G}2)(x ask akin g(j, k, m)m _ , r j , rim) .._ E _-7-- -- -_ -
k rJ u J_
I <1<_Irm_ _ rm rmu
(32)
(33)
where / /.., U + x (vm > vk > v j)! ujrj + vkx (v k > Vrn > by)rrftt t _ Vm
_j
vmrJ + x (vm > vj ;> Vk)
and
i1
v,n (rj +
r
rme= ,m (rj + )
ujrj + vk
MTr_
(vrn > vk > uj) I
(vk > v., > "j)
(tJ m > Vj > Vk)
and r}u and r}e are found at the limits of equations (34) and (35). The third-order term is
(34)
(35)
G_(x, ry,r'_) _ _ ayk _ke aem g(j,k, Lm)
_-r-"- " __-7-
k,g rju --rjg
(36)
Higher order terms are similarly derived. In equation (36), the function g of n arguments are given
by
g(j) = exp (-aj x) (37)
and
g(Jl,J2, "", jn,jn+l) = 9(Jl,J2, "", jr,-l,jn) - g(Jl,J2, "", Jn-l,Jn+l) (38)
As noted in reference 11, the solution to equation (21) can be written in terms of equation (38) as
follows:
_!i)(x){ ' '}Cj(x, rj) = exp (-ajx)fj(rj + x) + _ -sin.. Fm(rmu) - F"(rme) (39)
m,i
where
i) V" ajj,_rj, j2, ..', a%-2m g(J, JlJ2, "", jn-2, m)(x_ (40)
m, , = A_., A(O
J l 'J2 ..... Jn- 2
for (i = 1)
0 (41)
and for (i > 1)
{ x(Uu-_-l)
A (i)=-- x(_-l)
•
(vm > Vk > Vj) ]
(b'k > Vrn > Pj)
('., > "3 > "k)
In equation (39), Fro(r) is the integral flux at the boundary and can be represented as
(42)
o,o
Fro(r) = fro(l) dr' (43)
Implementation of equation (39) can now be accomplished independent of the character of the
boundary values fro( ) to give accurate results for both space and laboratory applications.
6
Results of Perturbation Series
Thesolutionsgivenin equations(23)to (43)containa finitenumberof terms,but higherterms
containlargenumbersof components.Thus,only a fewtermsareusuallygenerated.To better
understandthe natureof the solutionsgivenby equations(30), (32),and (36),wenowexamine
theperturbationseriesapproximationto thescaledGreen'sfunctionfor a broadsetof fragments.
Figure1showsthefirst threecollisionalcontributionsto theGreen'sfunctionfor producing52Cr.
In thefigure,theatomicweightofeachprojectile(Ap)is truncatedto thenearestisotope.Themain
contributioncomesfrom nearprojectileelementsup to third collisionterms.Figure2 showsthe
relativecontributionof eachterm.Thethird collisiontermcontributeslessthan20percentoverthe
domain,andthecontributionsof higherordertermsaresmaller.Althoughfourthcollisionterms
arenot negligibleat 50cm,thetotal 52Crproductionat this depthissmall.(Seefig. 3.)
Figures4to 6showsimilarresultsfor4°Arproduction.Theimportanceofthehigherorderterms
in producingthelighterfragmentis apparentwhenfigure2 is compared with figure 5. For example,
the third collision for 4°At is as large as 40 percent in the displayed domain. Figures 7 to 9 show the
28Si production terms. The third-order 28Si production term dominates at large depths, and higher
order terms are expected to be large. The main 28Si production comes from collision with primary
ions up to mass 42. Figures 10 to 12 show similar results for 160 production. Clearly, terms of fourth
and higher orders must be added into any meaningful calculation, but such terms require lengthy
computational procedures. To evaluate the Green's function to all orders of collisions, we now derive
a nonperturbative procedure. Thus, convergence problems associated with the calculations described
in this section are circumvented.
Nonperturbative Procedures
In generating the graphs in figures 1 to 12, we found that the large number of terms contributing
at large depths leads to an inefficient computational procedure. One of the difficulties is that many
isotopes can be produced in successive collisions of the incident ions and their collision products.
The first three terms of equation (28) are evaluated rather rapidly; thus, one question remains. How
are the higher order terms to be made efficient? The following example is one possible approach.
The generator equation of the g-functions is given as a solution to the following equation:
+ gjm(5) = gk. (x) (44)
k
This equation is subject to the boundary condition gjm(O) = 5jm. Thus, it can be inverted as
gjm (x) = 5jm exp (-ajx) + E aJ k exp [-aj(x - y)] gkm (Y) dy
k
(45)
where m denotes the solution for incident ion type m at the boundary (x = 0). Assume the solution
of this equation is
exp(- jx) (46)
and the iterated equation is
(i) f0 _gjm (x)= E _jk exp[-aj(x-y)]g_!mi)(y)dy
k
(47)
7
=
The higher order terms can be summed as
fO x
i_>2 k i_>2
k i_>2
(48)
We find the following relation for tile full series:
9jm (x) = __. 9j_ (x - y) 9k., (Y) (49)
k
The appendix contains a derivative of this equation. Note that just as gjm (x) is the solution of
equation (44) with g)m(0) = 5jm, gjm(x) is the solution of equation (44) having the value gj,_(y) at
x = y. Equation (49) can be used to generate solutions to all orders and arbitrary depths. Because
equation (49) is an algebraic relationship that is true for an arbitrary y, we expect a rapid evaluation
to arbitrary order and highly efficient computations, especially on vector processors. It follows from
equations (29), (30), (32), (36), and (40) that the full Green's function can be written as
9jm(x) - 9(J) 5jm - ajm g(J, rn)Ojm
_jm(X, rj, r_n ) = exp (--ajx) 5jm 5(x + rj -- rtm)+ _ 9(J, m) + A(2)
(50)
where the domains of successive terms are given by equations (31) and (33). Equation (50) can now
be used to generate solutions to the ion transport problem.
A practical computation consists of three steps. The first step is to use the recurrence relation in
equation (49) to adequately cover the solution domain with 9j., (x). The second step is to evaluate
the differential and integral spectra at the boundary by equation (43), and the third step is to use
the following equation to evaluate the solution over the domain:
_j(x, rj) = exp(-ajx)fj(rj + x) + E _jmg(j,m)A(1) [Frn(r_m)- Fm(rlrng)]
m
+ __, g, km(x) - g(j)Sjm - ajm g(j, rn)
A(2) [Fm(r_u)- Fm(r'mg)]
rn,k
(51)
!
where rmut and rmg_ in the second term are given by the inequality limits of equation (33), and rmu
and rmgt in the third term are given by equations (34) and (35). The quantity denoted as gjkrn(X) is
given as
gj_._(_) = 9j_(_ - y)g_ (y) (52)
These nonperturbative techniques hold great promise for accurate and efficient computational
methods for evaluation of the HZE particle fields in space and laboratory problems. However, the
techniques must still be extended to light ion and especially neutron fields.
Results of Nonperturbative Procedures
A computer program has been written to calculate the Green's function with these nonpertur-
bative methods. Figure 13 shows the values for the collision related terms of _jm(X, rj, rtm). In the
figure, x is the depth in a water medium, and Zp is the charge of the incident projectile. Specif-
ically produced species are noted in the figure. The production of any given species is dominated
by the projectiles of nearly the same but greater charge. Figure 14 shows the relative contribution
8
of the first collisionterm. The multiplecollisiontermsaremoreimportantfor thoseprojectiles
whosechargeis far removedfrom the specificspecies.For example,the first collisionterm con-
tributes-._20 percent to the 160 flux at 50 cm for Ni ions (Ap = 59) to a third-order approximation
(fig. ll(a)); however, it only contributes about 10 percent to the O flux when all orders are consid-
ered (fig. 14). The Green's function and equation (51) are used to evaluate the composition of a
monoenergetic 535 MeV/nucleon Fe beam in a water column at several depths; figure 15 shows the
results. These results will be compared with other results from experiments in the near future. The
greatest advantage of the nonperturbative method is the computation efficiency. For example, to
complete the computation for figures 1 to 12 required a week of time on a Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX 785 compared with a few minutes to complete the computations for figures 13 to 15.
Concluding Remarks
The Green's function is a consistent method for developing space shielding codes that can be
validated in laboratory experiments. Perturbation theory is a means of generating the Green's
function for such purposes, but it is hampered by the inefficiency of the computational procedures.
A nonperturbative technique is derived in which high computational efficiency is achieved without
loss of accuracy. These nonperturbative methods hold great promise in allowing highly efficient
computer codes for space shielding. The computer code can also be applied to accelerator boundary
conditions to allow code validation in laboratory experiments.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
January 22, 1993
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Appendix
A Derivation of Equation (49)
The generator equation (44) for g3., (x) has the same form and boundary conditions as the Green's
function equation (17). The corresponding particle ftuence equation (9) is given by
k
where Ck(0) is known, and the Green's function solution (14) is given by
Cj(x) = _ gjm(x) era(0) (A2)
m
We also have
¢_(_) = _ g_m(y)era(0)
m
where y denotes a point on the X-axis.
For x > y, we can also write
¢5(x) = _ g_ (x - y) ¢k(y)
k
Substituting equation (A3) into equation (A4) gives
¢5(x)= _ E gjk(x- y) gk,,_(y)era(0)
m k
By comparing this equation with equation (A2), we obtain the result
k
which is equation (49).
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
i0
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Figure 1. First three collision contributions to 52Cr production.
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Figure 14. l_action contribution of first collision term of specific elements.
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Figure 15. Composition of a 535 MeV/nucleon iron beam in a water column.
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